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CHEMISTRY

( Generic Elective/Discipline Specific Course )
Paper: GE-l/DSC-1

( Atomic Structure, Bonding, General Organic
Chemistry and Aliphatic Hydrocarbons)

Full Marks: 53

Pass Marks: 21

Time: 3 hours

The figures in the margin indicate full marks
for the questions

Write the answers to the separate Halves
in separate books.

FIRST Half

(Inorganic Chemistry)

(Marks: 25 )

1. ^ : 1x3=3

Choose the correct answer from the
following :

(a) ^ cm

The hybridization involved in NHj is

(i) sp^ (ii) sp^
(iS) sp^d (iv) sp
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( 2 )

(b) ^51^ ^?
Which of the fbllowing atoms has no
unpaired electron?

N  (ii) ^

(itt) Na (iv) Ne

(c)

Which of the following has the minimum
bond length?

(i) Na Nj

(iii) Ni M NS^

2. ̂ 55r® ft ftWT : 2x3=6
Answer any fhree of the following questions :

(a) ^551® ft̂  >55l|% ft̂ nW ftPH :
Write the electronic configuration of the
following ions :

ft) Sc+®
fii)

(b) f3r«n 1
Write down the postulates of Bohr's
theory.

(c) ^RftcB»f ftp'IT I
Write down the postulates of molecular
orbital theory.
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( 3 )

(d) vaorivo ^ ^-

:

Draw the resonating structure for the
following two molecular ions :

NOi, CgHgO"

3. X55|x5 ^ CTOT ̂  %?n : 3x2=6

Answer any two of the following questions :

(a) VSEPR ̂  7}^ XeFg^ ̂  ^ I

Explain the structure of XeFg on the
basis of VSEPR theory.

(b) HgO ^ BCI3 I ;^er I
H2O molecule is polar but BCI3 is
non-polar. Give reasons.

(c) C5rf^ 1^? ;W%5RS C5[|^

What is lattice energy? How does lattice
energy control the solubility of ionic
compounds?

4. %T £|»R^ ;

Answer the following questions :

(a) He <11^

1  2

Explain the Pauli's exclusion principle
with reference to He atom.

f xurn Over )



( 4 )

aw w I 3

Express the Schrodinger's wave
equation for H-atom in terms of polar
coordinate.

5, ̂ 5^5 >8a^ "5^ 1^ : 2y2x2=5

Write short notes on the following :

(a) wm ̂
Fajan's rule

(b) ^
Heisenberg's uncertainty principle

SECOND Half

(Organic Chemistry |

(Marks: 28)

6. ft C4>IW1 blftlJR : 1x4=4

Choose the correct answer from any four of
the following :

(a) ^

The acidity order amongst ethane,
ethylene and acetylene is

(i) H2C=CH2 <HCsCH<H3C—CH2
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(tt) H3C —CH3 <H2C=CH2 <HCSCH

(ia) HC=CH<H3C—CH3 <H2C=CH2

(iv) 'S'R? 'fliSt'S •RS

None of the above

(b) W ^felvST

Which of the following amines is the
weakest base?

(i) (CHalaN

(n) NH3

(m) (CHalaNH

(iv) H3C—NH2

(c) f%lT <1^ ^

Find out the nucleoiiles from the
following compounds :

e
(i) CN

(u) H26:

(ia) BF3

(iv) (H3C)2NH

(V) AICI3
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( 6 )

(d) ^ C<PMC.wl *?
Which one is aromatic in nature in the
following compounds?

«0fi)

(ii)

(m)

(i") [Q}

(e) ̂  (Sft «IKSP'»

Find out the compound having chira^
carbons from the following :

(i) H3C—COOH

(a) H2C(0H)CH2—COOH

H
I

,.... HO—C—COOH
M  1

HO—C—COOH

H

(iv) H5C2(NH2)CHC00H

P23/20 (CoTiHr^
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7. ̂ 55^5 ^ ̂ . 2x3=6

Answer any three of the following questions :

(a) <pi^ «ijT5T ^Stfl^«r fi?iT 1"-,
2»- ^ 3"-^n^t^5TSnmp

What is carbocation? Give an example
and arrange 1'-, 2®- and 3®-
carbocadons on the basis of their
stability.

(b) ̂  finiCTm ft (^m W w o5r»t
ftl^:

Write a short note on any one of the
following :

(i) ^ ft̂ RKn ft̂ ^T

Homolytic and heterolytic bond
fission

(a)

Resonance

(c) ^ift6=Pl^fti7'|ft5iR$ 1+1=2
What are nitrenes? How are they
generated?

(d) pJfb ^11^ CS'lwi

1^«n ̂ i|^? jiRISr ̂

pJf b ̂  ̂ 9-38 3-37. <4^ ̂
CTPltfel
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( 8 )

On the basis of pK^ value how can you
determine the basicity of a compound?
The pKb value of aniline and methyl-
amine are 9-38 and 3-37. Which one is
more basic?

(e) ^"1?^ ̂  ^
(4n + 2)7C

wwi 1+1=2

What do you mean by aromatic and
benzenoid compounds? According to
Huckel's rule (4n+2)7C which of the
following are aromatic compounds?

(i) O O
(iii) 1^ IQI

8. W5 ft ftRT : 2x5=10
Answer any five of the foUowing questions ;

(a) ft̂ n ^

:  V$»x4=2

Indicate the chiral carbon with star

mark and draw their Fischer projection
structure :

(i) HOCH2—CH—(NHalCOOH
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(tt) H3CC(C1)CH20HCH0

(iii) H3CCH0HCH(CH3)2

(iv) H3CCCl Br-C2H3 —

(b) B ̂  Z, i? ̂  S ̂  ̂

:

Assign the following as E or Z, R or S
and as- or tmns-stereoisomers where

necessaiy :

COOH Br^ ^CaHj
(i) H—O-OH m /C=C^

CjHs "3C H

CHjOH HgCa^ ^cHj
(iU) Cl—C-CH3 (iv)

4hs "3C CjHs

I

Discuss about the optical isomerism of
lactic acid.
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(  10 )

(d) wnte ̂

Discuss the differences between
geometrical and optical isomers.

(e) ^5|%r ̂  ft

What do you mean by axial and
equatorial hydrogen? Draw the chair-
form of cyclohexane and indicate the
both types of hydrogen.

Explain with example, the difference
between conformation and

configuration.

(g) ^iiiSl^ft ft ̂
^  &TO ̂ICollbHI ̂  I

What are the conditions followed by a
compound to show optical isomerism?
Discuss with example.
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8

According to instruction, answer the
following questions:

(a) ̂  fim gRSfCW ft ^ ̂ ftpiT :2x2=4
Answer any two of the following
questions :

(i) R(i^i C4WW

How is Cor^-House reaction used for
preparation of alkane? Explain with
example.

(i^ ftwf iF*ft^ fta®!'flfers ̂ ^1^ c®n^
*fft^ ft ? ftftp^'^ lu^fllftft
ftpfr I

What happens when sunlight is
passed through the mixture of
methane and chlorine gas? Write the
chemical reaction and its

mechanism.

(iii) fiHiftftiPr
ftftroST ft'lT I

Write with mechanism the
c£s-hydro3Q^lation of alkene.

(iv)

C1^ SRll^ ft '
2fCT!^
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What happens when acetylene is
passed throu^ red hot copper tube?
Write with reaction. Is Markovnikov's
rule applicable in case of acetylene?

(b) RQNI ^ : 1x4=4
Complete any four reactions from the
following :

(i) H3C—C^C—H + HaCMgBr —> ?

(ii) H3C—CH2—CH2—CH2—CH2—CH3
Anhydrous AICI3 ̂  ̂

p; H3C-CH=Cl2 + CI2 > ?

(iv) H3C—CHj—CH2—NCCHjladH —^ ?
f

(V) H3C—CH—CH—CH3 + KOH (ale.) —> ? j

Br Br

(vi) H3C—CH2—^Br + Na +

Br—CHj—CHj—CHa—CH3 ?

(vii) H3C—CH=CH2 + HBr (gas) > ?

HgSO./HoSO.(vm) H3C—C=CH + H2O > ?

★ ★ ★
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